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Executive Summary:
In 2018 the Wilderness & Wildlife Conservation Trust (WWCT) continued its focus on the
unprotected tea estate landscapes near Peak Wilderness Sanctuary; the Gal Oya National Park project
and felid and wider bio-diversity monitoring within our Patch Forest sites. We continue with our on-going
education and awareness, including a much wider multi-media presence. A new initiative was also launched
investigating the dairy industry’s potential impact on leopard populations.
In the Peak Wilderness area WWCT is now pushing to utilize the research results of past and
current years to implement an improved conservation strategy in the region. A key component of this
strategy is to establish increased protection for a profoundly important ridgeline and this year saw WWCT
make good progress towards this end, securing vital funding and making promising headway with local and
regional stakeholders. Mapping the area, was a priority in 2018 and WWCT researchers spent long hours
hiking the landscape to verify digital images and using GPS to demarcate potential areas for future
restoration. The long-term monitoring of the ridge’s leopard population is allowing improved insights into
leopard ecology in this area. Key in this is the knowledge that leopards in this compromised system are
long term residents (<2.5 years so far).
The past year also saw WWCT expand the Gal Oya National Park project with new sets of remote
cameras allowing for additional sites to be monitored. We have monitored a high level of variation between
sectors of the National Park with those interior, forested areas harbouring more leopards than the more
exposed edges. Again, the protection status of the landscape appears to play a crucial role, with the
National Park having a substantially higher relative abundance of leopards than the neighbouring
Sanctuary. More monitoring sites are established with the aim to obtain in depth results of this leopard
population for 2019.
WWCT’s Patch Forest project continued in 2018 with ongoing remote camera work at all 4 sites.
Highlights include leopard presence being firmly documented in both Sigiriya locations; with the detection
of the fourth and final Sri Lankan wild cat, the jungle cat, which confirms that patch forests can be home to
all of the island’s felid diversity. Herpetofaunal surveys were conducted in all four sites with preliminary
results already hinting at some exciting new, range data. The Dunkeld ridge near Peak Wilderness appears
to have some rare frog species which have previously only been documented in very localized sub- or
montane forests. We hope to confirm these identifications in 2019. Additional bird surveys were also
conducted at all sites with new species being documented in 3 of the 4 locations.
Fostering human-leopard co-existence is an increasingly important component of WWCT’s
mandate, given that Sri Lanka has a mostly rural human population density (~325/km²). This makes it
imperative that age-old traditions of sharing space with other species are maintained and if possible,
strengthened. One of WWCT’s role here is through sharing our information with and raising awareness
amongst the communities that live with leopards and as such, awareness programs were again held in the
tea estate communities near Peak Wilderness. Wider educational dissemination is also important, and in
2018, spurred on by the media publicity elicited by the reception of the prestigious Whitley Award, WWCT
was able to utilize various media including digital, newsprint, magazine and television, to keep the topic of
human-leopard co-existence in the forefront of the public’s collective mind. Inexorably tied to human-wildlife
co-existence WWCT also started investigating how the burgeoning dairy industry in Sri Lanka might impact
leopard populations across habitat types.
In summary, 2018 was another busy, challenging, but ultimately fruitful year for WWCT and we are
cautiously optimistic about the road ahead. Specifically we are hoping that the next year will bring
commitments regarding the protection status of the Peak ridge area, ultimately providing additional security
for the long-term persistence of the leopard in Sri Lanka’s Central Highlands. We foresee the Gal Oya
National Park story continuing with positive information about the status of the leopard population in that
unique habitat system. As always, WWCT relies on its dedicated staff, eager students, motivated volunteers
and the support of a variety of institutions and individuals, whom we thank enormously.
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I. Research
A. Peak Ridge Protected Area
A major focus in 2018 has been to work towards the eventual protection of an upland
ridge that was identified as both a vital refuge and key movement corridor in the heavily
fragmented Central Highlands tea estate landscape. Two years of remote camera work
by WWCT has made clear that this ridge is used extensively by resident females for cub
rearing – almost to the exclusion of the tea-dominated lower regions here. A key aspect
of this long-term goal is to map the potential boundaries of this proposed PA as well as
identifying parts of the landscape that would benefit from some level of forest regeneration. There are eucalyptus plantations, released tea lands, scrub forest patches,
grasslands where tea has been removed in the past and even currently cultivated tea
gardens that could all suit this purpose.
WWCT has conducted numerous ground-truthing expeditions along the ridge in 2018 in
an effort to compare the easily-available satellite image maps (e.g. Google Earth images)
with the ground reality to ensure that the former can reliably be used to inform future
decisions about the ridge (Fig. 1). Generally, the satellite images provide an accurate
picture of the ground situation, however there are certain land-use types that are difficult
to distinguish between from these layers. For example, while the demarcation between
tea and forest is clear, the boundaries between forest types or between released tea and
scrub are not (Fig. 2). As such the physical mapping is a useful process for the fine-scale
description of the landscape and is necessary to identify accurately the areas upon which
forest re-generation can be implemented.
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Fig. 1: The blue pins show some of the ridge locations mapped by WWCT in 2018. This image focusses on
the central portion of the ridge between Castlereigh and Maskeliya reservoirs. The red dots indicate remote
camera locations.

Fig. 2: Fine-scale image of ridge section with diagonal line running SW from point NA32 showing the
boundary between Dunkeld (east side) and Osborne estates (west side). Active tea gardens are clearly
visible in the SE corner (on Dunkeld) as are the forest sections (darker green). However forest types are
not clear with the section on the upper right comprised of a Eucalyptus monoculture and the section
immediately south of point 460 comprised of natural, riverine forest. Furthermore the distinction between
released tea (SE of point 457) and scrub (NW of point 457) is also not clear.
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Monitoring of the leopard population in the Maskeliya-Castlereigh area continued
throughout 2018, extending the duration of this long-term project to over 2 years. The
data emerging from the focal areas in and around the Dunkeld, Norwood, Osborne and
Kelanya-Braema estates is providing valuable insights into leopard ecology in this
heterogeneous, un-protected landscape.
In 2017 two sets of 2 cubs were born to resident females in this area. The mothers had
been detected on our cameras since mid- to late 2016 and had frequently been photocaptured at the same locations, sometimes only days or even hours apart which led us to
surmise they may be related. Upon the birth of their cubs in mid-2017 it appears that
these females spatially separated, with one of the females and her cubs frequently
detected in the same area and the other disappearing with her cubs, presumably to an
area not monitored by our cameras. By end 2017 one of the regularly seen cubs had
disappeared. On January 15, 2018 this female and one remaining cub were photocaptured on the Dunkeld estate and 3 days later the other female and her two cubs were
photo-captured at the same location (Fig. 3). The single cub has not been seen again and
the pair were only photo-captured once more, in early February. Subsequently both
mothers were seen alone. What we have been led to believe is that these cubs died at ~
6 - 8 months old. In December we detected one of the mothers (OC) with a new small
cub (Fig. 4) indicating a new litter. The other adult female (Kelanya) has not been detected
since March although no new females have been detected in the area.

Fig. 3: OC and her remaining cub in mid-January 2018 (left) and Kelanya and her two cubs three days later
in the same location on Dunkeld estate. These were some of the last images of these cubs before they
disappeared from the study. Both females have subsequently been photo-captured alone.
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Fig. 4: OC and her new cub, end-December 2018 on Osborne estate

This ongoing story provides a glimpse as to the potential difficulty of rearing cubs to
reproductive age in this landscape – although OC had raised a single male cub to ~ 1 ½
years before he disappeared (presumably on his own to seek out his own range). This is
vital information from this region as it speaks to recruitment into the wider population. We
are set to expand our camera coverage in 2019 and hope to clarify this individual story
as well as build on the broader narrative regarding the population structure and status of
this hill country population.
As for the males, the same resident animal, Ozzie, has remained in the area for 2 full
years (Fig. 5) with 2 other males entering less frequently, including one male that we have
detected across over a dozen estates in the past 2 years. This occupancy hints at a more
stable population structure than might have been expected in this landscape, and
continued monitoring should shed additional light on these emerging patterns.

Fig. 5: Resident male Ozzie at Osborne estate in November 2016 and December 2018, showing 2 years
of continuous occupancy of the area.
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A few kilometers south east of this area, within Norwood estate, we have a different
picture, with what appears to be a much higher turnover of females. This area had one
female regularly photo-captured between March and October 2017. Upon her
disappearance another adult female-Norma- was detected in November 2017. She was
seen again in early January 2018 this time with a gruesome snare wound around her
waist, and the snare probably still present (Fig. 6). The severity of the wound suggested
she would shortly die, but surprisingly she was detected again in both the beginning and
end of the following month. Shocked at her persistence we contemplated intervention to
try and remove the snare but she was not seen again until her body was discovered,
snare still in place in May (Fig. 6). This remarkable animal had survived for over 4 months
in this condition, a testament to the resilience of these animals – but also a reminder of
the many threats that exist in this mixed use landscape. The following month a new, young
adult female entered the area and she has been sighted there regularly since.

Fig. 6: Adult female Norma on Norwood estate that was seen in January 2018 (left) with a severe snare
wound on her waist (and the snare still in place). She finally succumbed to the injury in May (right).

At this location the same adult male -Arnold- has been regularly sighted for over 2 years
(Fig. 7). During the course of this time Arnold has visited one particular remote camera
on 42 occasions with an average of 1.5 visits/month, although the visitation rate has
dropped slightly over time (Fig. 8). In terms of activity times, Arnold has only ever been
photo-captured in the night and his movement patterns are even more apparently
nocturnal than those of the general regional population which itself shows very limited
daytime activity (Fig. 9). This avoidance of daytime movement appears to be an adaptive
strategy undertaken by leopards in this human-dominated landscape to avoid interaction
with diurnally-active people. Data from our 2017 survey in the region showed that only
0.52% of photo-captures of people (n = 12,175) were made between 18:00 – 6:00.
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Fig. 7: Resident adult male, Arnold, at Norwood estate in August 2016 (left) and December 2018 (right)
indicating 2 ½ years of continuous occupancy of this area.

Fig. 8: Average number of monthly visits by adult resident male Arnold to single Norwood estate remote
camera location across years (left) and by month (right). There has been a slight decline in visits/month
over the years and there appears to be greater visitation to the area between October and January than
during the rest of the year.

Fig. 9: Percentage of all photo-captures per hour for all leopards documented in the Central Highlands initial
field study (blue line; Aug – Dec 2016) and for adult resident male Arnold at Norwood estate (orange line,
2016 – 2018). No photo-captures of Arnold have occurred here during daytime.
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Of course this nocturnal activity is also consistent with the time when prey is most active
(Fig. 10). Recently analyzed data from the 2017 Central Highlands leopard census show
porcupine (n = 134), ring-tailed civet (n = 127) and mouse deer (n = 45) were all
completely nocturnal with black-naped hare (97.5%, n = 120), sambar (95.9%, n = 174)
and wild-boar (86.8%; n = 121) predominantly so. Of natural leopard prey in the study
area, only barking deer were photo-captured mostly in the day (75.8%, n = 132). Humans
and dogs were almost exclusively diurnal (99.5%, n = 12,175; 98.3 %, n = 1,242
respectively).

Fig. 10: Percentage of photo-captures of potential leopard prey species (and humans) during the day vs
the night from the remote camera survey from 2017 which entailed 24 camera locations.

We had an MSc student look more closely at the spatial side of this question by
investigating whether at the fine scale leopards were responding more to prey availability,
habitat attributes or human imprint. Results suggested that leopard fine scale space use
is influenced more by human imprint than either habitat attributes or prey availability,
although all factors played their role. This lends support to the hypothesis that leopard
temporal activity patterns are conditioned on avoiding humans more than attaining prey.
In terms of overall prey abundance in the study area we have looked at two metrics: 1)
the relative abundance of a single species and 2) the relative biomass of prey (Fig. 11).
While domestic dogs are by far the most abundant potential prey species based on
frequency of photo-capture (~40% of the total) they represent only a quarter of total
available biomass. Although this still represents a sizeable portion of available prey
biomass, it is considerably less than that of sambar, which makes up >40% of total
available prey biomass. However neither of these species is found in leopard scat (n =
19) as much as black-naped hare which is present in over a quarter of samples analyzed.
This suggests that this small prey item is of key importance as it is consumed far in excess
of its availability. While it is unlikely to represent the main protein source for highland
leopards, it is possible that the presence of black-naped hare on the landscape allows
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leopards to regularly supplement more bulky but less frequently captured kills. The
importance of small prey to leopards in forested and fragmented habitats has recently
been highlighted in various global studies. Sambar appear to be killed slightly in excess
of availability which is consistent with earlier WWCT analysis in Yala and makes sense
based on notions of prey profitability (the amount of protein/item). Of course the much
smaller mouse deer appears to be similarly selected. On the other hand, domestic dogs
represent a small portion of the diet, much less than would be expected based on
availability which suggests that far from selecting for this species, leopards in this part of
the Central Highlands are actually avoiding them. Similarly, wild boar and porcupine, both
prey items that present high risk of injury to leopards, have not yet been detected in prey
remains at all, despite fairly wide availability.

Fig. 11: The proportion of all remote camera photos consisting of 8 different potential prey species (black
columns), as well as the proportion of total available biomass that those species represent (white columns),
and the proportion of leopard scat samples in which each species was found (grey columns). These 8
species represent 96% of photo-captured individuals, 99% of potential prey biomass and 63% of prey found
in scat samples (the balance prey found in scat samples were either arboreal or very small and therefore
not captured on remote cameras).

This disproportionately low representation of domestic dogs in the diet is consistent with
our analysis showing that the avoidance of human settlements was more important to
leopard presence than habitat features or available prey. This again shows that leopards
in this heavily human-dominated landscape are actively avoiding humans in order to
reduce risk – which may explain the apparent lack of selection for dogs in the diet. The
availability of wild prey is still allowing for this choice.
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B. Gal Oya National Park
WWCT continued with monitoring the northern section of Gal Oya National Park during
2018 (Fig. 13) while securing additional funding for cameras required to expand the
coverage. This funding came through and 12 cameras were subsequently purchased and
are getting deployed in early 2019.

Fig. 13: Northern half of Gal Oya NP showing Senanayake Samudra at bottom and Namal Oya reservoir in
upper right. Remote camera locations are marked with white dots with 3 along the Mullegama road and
4 clustered around the southern section of Namal Oya. Additional cameras are being set in early 2019.

As of end 2018 remote cameras had been set up in the Park for 1,646 days with 599 in
the Mullegama section and 1047 in the Namal Oya section. In Mullegama we have
recorded leopards on 49 occasions with a Relative Abundance Index (RAI) of 8.18/100
camera trap nights (Fig. 14). In Namal Oya we have recorded 8 leopard occasions for a
RAI of 0.76/100 camera trap nights (Fig. 14). This large disparity is probably explained by
the fact that Mullegama is within the heart of the NP whereas Namal Oya cameras are on
the very edge adjacent to a Sanctuary and in proximity to a main, tarred road where
human presence is higher. This leopard abundance is not dissimilar to that found in
unprotected lowland landscapes (see Yala buffer zone section),despite the high prey
abundance in Namal Oya which is comprised mostly of cattle (Fig. 14). Additional
cameras further inside the Namal Oya Sanctuary would help to clarify this.
In terms of individual leopards, in Mullegama we have recorded 8 different individuals (1
adult male, 1 young adult male, 1 juvenile male and 5 females, 3 of which are certainly
adult). In Namal Oya we have photo-captured just 3 individuals, an adult resident male,
an adult female and a young adult male.
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Fig. 14: Adult female leopard at Mullegama (left); young adult male at Namal Oya (centre); and domestic
bull at Namal Oya (right).

Activity times of leopards in Gal Oya NP are strikingly similar to those of leopards in
another dry zone National Park, Wilpattu, with a low level of daytime activity and elevated
nocturnal activity that is fairly even throughout the night (Fig. 15). This contrasts to the
patterns detected for the leopards in unprotected tea estate landscapes whereby daytime
activity is almost non-existent with a resulting spike in activity just after sunset and lower
nighttime activity thereafter. This highlights the behavioural adaptations undertaken by
leopards in response to a habitat showing high levels of human activity.
Both jungle cat and fishing cat have been detected in the NP and fishing cat at the Namal
Oya edge. So far no rusty spotted cats have been detected.

Fig. 15: Activity times based on remote camera photographs for two National Parks (Wilpattu and Gal Oya)
and one unprotected landscape (Peak Area). The two NPs show very similar activity patterns with a low
level of activity during the day and elevated activity in the night. The unprotected landscape show an
extremely low level of daytime activity by comparison, with a notable spike in activity immediately after
sunset.
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C. Patch Forest Project
Bird surveys were conducted at our four on-going patch forest locations in 2018: Gal Oya
Lodge (GOL), in the Eastern Intermediate zone; two Back of Beyond properties in the
Central Dry Zone - Pidurangala (BoB-P) and Dehigahaela (BoB-D), and Dunkeld Estate
(DE) in the Central Highlands. GOL is ~8.1 ha of mostly secondary forest and scrub with
some riverine forest. This patch borders extensive chena (“slash and burn”) cultivations
but is also in close proximity to classic monsoonal evergreen forest. BoB-P is a 1.6 ha
patch of dry zone forest and BoB-D is a 2.8 ha patch of tall riverine and secondary forest
surrounding a small grassland and pond. This property was once a chena area but has
been carefully re-habilitated. Finally DE is a 25.7ha working tea estate comprising tea,
released tea, grassland, scrub, Eucalyptus plantation, and sub-montane forest.
Extensive bird surveys had been conducted in the 2 nd half of 2017 at all 4 sites and
documented in last year’s Annual Report, and while no new species were detected from
GOL in 2018 there were 10 previously undocumented species at BoB-P increasing the
total from that site to 78 species and 3 previously undocumented species observed at
BoB-D increasing the total documented at that site to 88 (Table 1). On the DE ridge, two
previously un-documented species were detected, raising the total bird count for that site
to 45 (Table 1).
Table 1: List of bird species newly documented in 2018 at WWCT’s Patch Forest sites. No species were
newly documented at Gal Oya Lodge (GOL), whereas there were 3 newly observed at Dehigahaela, 10 at
Pidurangala and 2 at Dunkeld Estate. * = endemic species. ** = endemic sub-species.

Dehigahaela

Pidurangala

Dunkeld Estate

Green Imperial Pigeon
(Ducala aenea)
Orange-breasted Pigeon**
(Treron bicincta leggei)
Oriental Honey Buzzard
(Pernis ptilorhynchus)

Brown Capped Babbler*
(Pellorneum fuscocapillum)
Common Kingfisher
(Alcedo atthis)
Grey-headed Fish Eagle
(Ichthyophaga ichthyaetus)
Lesser Whistling Duck
(Dendrocygna javanica)
Little Cormorant
(Phalacrocorax niger)
Intermediate Egret
(Mesophoyx intermedia)
Purple Heron
(Ardea purpurea)
Scaly Breasted Munia
(Longchura punctulata)
White-bellied Sea Eagle
(Haliaeetus leucogaster)
White-breasted Water Hen
(Amaurornis phoenicurus)

Paddyfield Pipit
(Anthus rufulus)
Shikra
(Accipiter badius)

Herpetofaunal surveys were also conducted at each of the four sites in 2018 with results
showing 28 species of reptile documented at GOL, 12 at BoB-P, 16 at BoB-D, and 10 at
DE. These included one globally endangered skink (Deignans lankaskink Lankaskinkus
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deignani) found at all four properties; one nationally vulnerable skink (Madarasz’s or
Spotted skink Eutrophis madaraszi) from GOL and BoB-D; two nationally endangered
snakes (Cuvier’s earth snake Rhinophis philliinus and Sri Lanka keelback Balanophis
ceylonensis) from GOL; two nationally endangered gecko (Lankan golden gecko
Calodactylodes illingworthorum and Kandyan day gecko Cnemaspis kandiana) from GOL
and DE respectively; one nationally vulnerable gecko (Slender gecko Hemiphyllodactylus
typus) from DE; and one near threatened lizard (Painted lipped lizard Calotes
ceylonensis) from both BoB properties. An average of 33% of reptiles identified across
sites are endemic (Table 2). The occurrence at GOL of two of these endangered reptiles
- the Sri Lanka keelback and Deignan’s lankaskink or tree skink –were from outside their
previously known range.
Table 2: The number and percentage of globally endangered and nationally threatened, as well as endemic
reptile species documented across 4 patch forest locations (Gal Oya Lodge (GOL); Back of Beyond
Pidurangala (BoB-P); Back of Beyond Dehigahaela (BoB-D); and Dunkeld Estate (DE)).

Globally Endangered (EN)
Nationally Threatened (EN/VU)
Endemic

GOL
1 (3.5%)
5 (17.9%)
9 (32.1%)

BoB-P
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
4 (33.3%)

BoB-D
1 (6.25%)
2 (12.5%)
7 (43.8%)

DE
1 (10%)
3 (30%)
2 (20%)

Amphibian identifications are still underway so a complete summary of this data is
currently unavailable. However surveys confirmed the presence of the globally
endangered montane hourglass tree frog (Taruga eques), pug-nosed shrub frog
(Pseudophilatus silus), dull green shrub frog (Pseudophilatus viridis) along the DE ridge.
All of these new records expand the existing range of these endemic, globally endangered
species. Several more highly threatened species are expected to be identified from these
surveys possibly including some of the 8 recently described by Wickramasinghe et al.
2013 from Peak Wilderness Sanctuary.
Our remote cameras continued to operate at all sites in 2018 although the GOL site was
stopped in May due to the cameras increasingly poor performances. At BoB-D we caught
a jungle cat (Felis chaus) on one of the cameras to complete the clean sweep of wild cats
found on that small, but valuable property as we previously documented leopard, fishing
cat and rusty-spotted cat there (Fig. 16). At BoB-P we photo-captured at least 3 leopards
– 2 males and a female - as well as a rusty-spotted cat (Fig. 17). In addition we got more
images of golden palm civet and pangolin as well as a rare “Tusker” (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 16: Jungle cat photo-captured at Dehigahaela in June 2018.

Fig. 17: Male leopard (left) and rusty-spotted cat (right) photo-captured at Back of Beyond’s Pidurangala
site in 2018.

Fig. 18: Rare tusked male elephant (“Tusker”) photo-captured at Back of Beyond’s Pidurangala site in 2018.
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D. Human-leopard co-existence
i. Central Highlands
In January 2018 footage emerged on social media of a chaotic situation on the Panmure
estate near Hatton in the Central Highlands. A leopard had been surprised by tea pluckers
and in its efforts to get away had caused panic and minor injuries to a tea plucker. The
leopard had then fled to a small patch of scrub and trees adjacent to the community
housing area. Upset at the injuries and afraid of the animal, the villagers had used burning
sticks to poke and prod at the hiding leopard which then injured other individuals as it
again escaped and ran away. In response to this incident WWCT visited the area and set
up two remote cameras to monitor. In addition the Department of Wildlife Conservation
set up a live trap to try and capture the leopard if it returned. The leopard did not return
and the trap was eventually removed. We showed the villagers the remote camera
images to reassure them that the leopard had not been around and we then conducted
an awareness program (see below) once emotions had calmed. We identified a local
leader in the community and worked with him to ensure that similar reactive incidents
occurred. This was done by ensuring regular communication about any sightings/signs
etc. and by keeping a remote camera in the area for a few months as well as by explaining
leopard ecology and behaviour. A leopard was seen a few months later and the
community leader contacted us and then encouraged the community to stay away from
that area for a day or so to let the animal move on. Nothing came of this second sighting.
Several months later a leopard approached the village area again and caught a dog.
Again the community leader contacted WWCT and again we went over the protocols with
the explanation that it might well be a mother with cubs who requires regular small prey
with which she can feed her cubs. Sure enough a few days later the leopard was seen
again, this time with two cubs in tow. By understanding the ecology of the situation, as
well as the basic need for mothers to provide for their young, the community responded
by keeping dogs inside where possible and letting the animal move off. This was a very
real example of community awareness having a positive impact on human-leopard coexistence.
In 2018 we co-supervised another MSc student whose project is aimed at gaining a better
understanding of the role of the dairy industry on leopard ecology in Sri Lanka. This is
important because there are rapid and widespread efforts to increase and expand the
dairy industry within Sri Lanka, based on a perceived livelihood requirement. The push
increasingly involves bringing in livestock from abroad that have much higher milk
production but that are not acclimatized to a tropical environment. There are numerous
potential general issues with this broad-scale move and we are keen to get an early idea
about how this might impact Sri Lanka’s wildlife, specifically the island’s apex predator.
Already there are very different animal husbandry methods being employed in different
areas of the country and this work aims to increase our understanding on how this plays
into the potential for livestock-leopard interactions. In the Central Highlands the typical
method has been for individual families to own 1 or 2 cows, usually kept in a secure shed
with fodder cut and brought to them. Milk collection is done daily and collected by milk
trucks that collect the small-scale contributions from each cattle owner. Presumably as a
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result of this system there are very few livestock-leopard issues in this region, however
there are moves to expand this considerably and increase the number of large cattle
farms in the region which may alter the balance. As such ~50 questionnaire surveys were
conducted within our Central Highlands study area, speaking to small scale cattle owners
about their husbandry methods and how wildlife might interact with this process. It is too
early for any results but should see some output in 2019.
ii. Yala buffer zone
The same student is contrasting the Central Highlands with the dairy industry in the Yala
buffer zone area where husbandry methods are very different. Here, cattle herds can be
large (>100 animals) and graze freely, often right up to National Park boundaries. In this
landscape we see far more livestock-leopard interactions with cattle occasionally
predated by leopards and sometimes retaliatory killing of leopards by cattle owners. To
better understand this scenario, we had remote cameras set in the un-protected Yala
buffer zone in order to estimate available prey abundance as well as leopard presence in
this landscape. Early results reveal that leopard photo-capture rates are very low here in
relation to those in Level I protected areas (National Parks) but similar to a Level II dry
zone PA (although remote cameras were placed at the edge of this PA which is possibly
more similar to an unprotected landscape) (Table 3). How this relates to records of
leopard predation and persecution will be revealed in 2019.
Table 3: Relative Abundance Index (RAI) of leopards based on remote camera captures in three lowland
dry/arid zone areas characterized by different levels of protection.

Habitat zone
Dry zone
Dry zone
Arid zone

Protection Level
Level I
Level II
Unprotected

Location
Gal Oya National Park
Namal Oya Sanctuary
Yala Block I Buffer zone

RAI
8.2/100 days
0.8/100 days
0.7/100 days

A cattle pen project conducted by a private hotel company in the area was also studied
to better understand the needs, success and failure of the project in this landscape and
the potential unintended consequences of such a project to the surrounding wildlife.
Recommendations will accordingly be suggested on completion of this study.
E. Challenges
Unfortunately we encountered a slight increase in damage and theft of remote cameras
in 2018 despite the reactive use of lock boxes and cable locks (Fig. 12). In total we lost 5
cameras from long-term monitoring locations and 2 others within the Gal oya NP which
resulted in lost data and increased costs.
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Fig. 12: Broken remote camera, lock box and cut python cable lock recovered from Dunkeld estate. The
reason for this damage is unknown although the SD card was removed from the camera suggesting the
perpetrators did not want their images captured.

Access to some areas in all of our study sites is often limited and this entails the need for
much longer reconnaissance ground work prior to the actual study commencing. It also
makes regular monitoring much harder. As such more driving, walking and man power is
required together with the need to clear, map and access jungle roads and trails which
required additional time, personal and increase in our costs. As such a lessons learnt is
that work takes longer to accomplish and complete, with contingency planning required
in the more inaccessible study locations which means planning for accordingly.

II. Education and Awareness
A. Presentations
In response to the incident described above at Panmure estate in January, an community
awareness program was conducted in March. This was well-attended and involved a lot
of community participation as well as lots of questions and answers given the recent
incident within the community. It can be challenging to present material aimed at calming
fears when audience emotions are taut, however we got very positive feedback from this
presentation and it was felt that the community benefitted from the information as well as
the fact that their legitimate concerns were being addressed in this way.
In March, to celebrate IUCN’s 2018 World Wildlife Day focus - “Big Cats – Predators
Under Threat” - WWCT teamed up with Dilmah Conservation to give a talk about leopard
conservation at the Dilmah tea lounge at Independence Arcade in Colombo (Fig. 19). The
theme of the presentation was an overview of the Big Cats of the world and then a
targeted discussion about WWCT’s leopard project in the Central Highlands.
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Fig. 19: WWCT’s Andrew Kittle (left) and Anjali Watson (right) at the Dilmah tea lounge at Independence
Arcade, Colombo in March.

In April, WWCT’s co-founder and Project Manager, Anjali Watson travelled to London,
England to take part in the week-long annual Whitley Fund for Nature’s (WFN) Whitley
Awards for Conservation. This was a jam-packed week of events for Anjali, culminating
in the receipt of one of the WFN Awards in what was their 25th Anniversary year (Fig. 20).
Dubbed the “Green Oscars” due to the extensive publicity that these awards receive and
elicit, this represented well-earned recognition not only for the Central Highlands leopard
corridor project for which the award was granted, but also for many years of hard, and
mostly unrecognized, work that has led up to this point.

Fig. 20: WWCT’s Anjali Watson accepting the WFN Whitley Award for Conservation from Her Highness
Princess Anne, in London, England.

In May Sri Lanka’s Wildlife and Nature Protection Society (WNPS), one of the oldest such
societies in the region, organized a day long workshop aimed at drafting a national
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leopard policy document. WWCT’s project leaders, Andrew and Anjali, gave a
presentation at this event which provided an overview of the status of the leopard in Sri
Lanka, information that will form the basis for the proposed policy document. Dr. Vidhya
Athreya, a distinguished leopard researcher from India, also presented here, sharing her
experiences of working in an area of high human-leopard interaction in India’s
Maharashtra state. This initial workshop involved participation of actors from multiple
disciplines including relevant government Ministries and Departments, conservation and
development NGOs, as well as the private sector.
Following the leopard policy document workshop, WWCT’s project leaders travelled to
the Tea Research Institute (TRI) in Talawakele in the Central Highlands to present to the
island’s Regional Plantation Companies (RPCs) about the role of tea estate land in longterm leopard conservation. Since WWCT has been conducting research in the tea estate
lands of the Central Highlands since 2016 we have presented on several occasions to
the tea industry and this lecture provided an update about the ongoing research and an
introduction to the corridor protection project now underway. This workshop was also
undertaken together with Dr. Vidya Athreya.
Also in May, WWCT conducted two community awareness programs at
Bogawanthalawa’s Osborne Estate where there was growing concern about the presence
of leopards after one had been seen at the isolated Midford division. Again the programs
were well-received and there were no further incidents on this estate. These were
followed the next day by another two programs conducted at Velioya Estate on the other
side of the valley (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21: WWCT Awareness Officer Nimalka Sanjeewani presenting an awareness program to Velioya
Estate tea workers (left) and schoolchildren (right).

In June, Anjali Watson gave a lecture to the Environment Club of the British International
School in Colombo. This was a detailed talk which focused on the status of the leopard
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in Sri Lanka and followed an interactive format which the students really enjoyed. Three
internship students joined WWCT following this for a short stint.
In August WWCT introduced to the Sri Lankan public the concept of using the leopard as
an umbrella species for greater biodiversity conservation as part of the WNPS monthly
lecture series (Fig. 22). There were ~500+ people in the audience for this talk, making it
the largest that WWCT gave in 2018.

Fig. 22: The promotional material for WWCT’s August lecture as part of the WNPS monthly lecture series .

In December, Anjali gave an intimate presentation to a small group of special-interest
tourists visiting from Germany, who were very keen to learn as much as possible about
Sri Lanka’s apex predator.
B. Materials
In January WWCT, in association with Biodiversity Sri Lanka (a platform that sits within
the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce that aims to link private sector actors with
conservation initiatives) produced an information booklet about the Peak ridge protection
project (Fig. 23) This booklet is intended to raise awareness amongst Biodiversity Sri
Lanka forum members about the project and allow interested groups to support the work.
In March, as part of the aforementioned “Big Cats – Predators Under Threat” event at the
Dilmah tea lounge, WWCT and Dilmah Conservation created a set of brightly coloured,
informative placemats for use in the Colombo tea lounge as well as Dilmah tea lounges
around the world (Fig. 23). These placemats were made for each of the classic big cats
with a special one about the Sri Lankan leopard. Each placemat included a brief summary
of the cat’s ecology and behaviour, an attractive photo, detail about male and female
sizes, a list of threats and a fun fact.
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Fig. 23: Peak Ridge Forest Corridor booklet (left) produced for Biodiversity Sri Lanka forum members to
learn about this conservation initiative. One of the “Big Cats: Predators Under Threat” placemats (right)
created by WWCT and Dilmah Conservation for use in their local and international tea lounges. Each
placemat provided information about one of the big cats including size, behaviour, threats and a fun fact.
This is the lion placemat.

Due to the continued use by the DWC of the Human-leopard Incident Protocol Manual
created by WWCT in 2017, a reprinting of 10 Sinhala versions of this comprehensive
manual was undertaken in 2018. These manuals have filled a very useful niche for wildlife
authorities, providing clear guidance regarding dealing with a variety of human-leopard
interactions.
In February, WWCT produced a small, informative Patch Forest booklet for the Back of
Beyond’s Dehigahaela site (BoB-D). This provided a summary of the research results
obtained on the property including a mammal list from the remote camera surveys, a bird
and butterfly inventory from the 2017 surveys and detail about the wild cat records. In
May a similar booklet was produced for the Gal Oya Lodge detailing research results
within that property (GOL). Both booklets are displayed at the properties where visitors
can easily see them.
In August, one of our volunteers took the lead in producing an attractive profile booklet
about WWCT which provides a background of our organization, our goals and our
ongoing work (Fig. 24).
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Fig. 24: The new WWCT booklet which provides an overview of our organization including its founding, its
goals and vision and details about our on-going research.

C. Staff/Students/Interns/Volunteers
One of our earlier Research Assistants, Emad Sangani, rejoined the WWCT team for a
short period during his Australian University holidays. In January and February Emad
visited patch forest sites at Gal Oya and Sigiriya as well as following up on a high profile
leopard incident at the Panmure Estate near Hatton. That past staff and students are
often keen to help out when they can is very rewarding.
From February to July an MSc student from Université Via Domitia de Perpignan in
southern France, Eva Gaubert, joined WWCT for a 5-month placement. Keen to avoid
the city, Eva was happily stationed at the Dunkeld Conservation Station for the duration
of her stay during which she looked at the relationship between the leopard and its prey,
habitat and human presence in the surrounding tea estate landscapes. The data was
based on WWCT’s 2016 and 2017 leopard surveys in the Bogawanthalawa valley and
area around Maskeliya and Castlereigh reservoirs. She was able to show how in this
landscape fine-scale leopard movement is influenced more by human activities than
either habitat or prey availability.
In February, an MSc student from the University of British Columbia, Aisha Uduman,
arrived to begin her research into the impact of the burgeoning dairy industry on leopard
ecology and future conservation in Sri Lanka. Aisha is being co-supervised by WWCT
and is conducting her work in both the Central Highlands study area and in the buffer
zone of Yala National Park. Aisha has secured a National Geographic grant for this work
which will be the first investigation bridging the gap between the dairy industry and wildlife
in Sri Lanka.
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In March WWCT welcomed a volunteer from the UK, Findlay Thompson, who joined the
team for six months. With a biology degree under his belt and a background in advertising
and event management, Findlay was able to quickly slot in to help us structure the plan
for our efforts to gain formal protection for the Central Highlands ridge. Findlay proved
adept in the office with his organizational skills and keen and helpful in the field where he
spent many weeks at the Dunkeld Conservation Station checking and maintaining our
long term remote cameras as well as working with Malith to map the ridgeline.
WWCT’s long term member, Nimalka Sanjeewani, continued in her role as an
awareness officer, presenting awareness programs in the Central Highlands study area.
Nimalka has now started her MSc program at the University of Peradeniya where she is
engaged in a study of floral diversity and climate change. Nimalka remains committed to
WWCT in that she helps with the preparation and delivery of awareness programs,
undertakes Sinhala translations of documents, and generally provides rapid assistance
when required, despite her own studies.
Malith Sandeepa Patibendige, a recent graduate of St. Joseph’s College in Colombo,
joined the WWCT team in May as a volunteer and was hired on as a Research Assistant
in July. He has been travelling regularly between WWCT’s four patch forest locations at
Sigiriya (BoB-D and BoB-P), Gal Oya (GOL) and Dunkeld Estate in the Central Highlands
(DE) where he has been responsible for maintaining and checking remote cameras and
conducting bird surveys. Malith has also been involved in mapping the MaskeliyaCastlereigh ridge, the protection of which WWCT is working towards. In February 2019
Malith is most likely leaving the team to pursue his BSc in Bio-sciences at Kelaniya
University, Sri Lanka. A calm, steady and adaptable member of the team, we will certainly
miss him and we wish him the very best!
From July to December, a German student from the Van Hall Larenstein University’s
Wildlife Management MSc program, Konstantin Fey, was with us to conduct
herpetofaunal surveys of our 4 patch forest locations. An engaging character with a deep
knowledge of and fondness for venomous snakes, Konstantin conducted quadrat
surveys, line transect surveys and used bucket traps to document the reptile and
amphibian biodiversity at these sites. His reptile results are reflected in this report with
the amphibian data still to be finalized given the difficulty in distinguishing closely-related
species. Given the paucity of existing amphibian distribution data, some of Konstantin’s
observations will possibly expand the known range for several frogs.
Another of our earlier Research Assistants, Riahn Pieris, returned for a brief stint in July
while on holiday from his Undergraduate degree program in Australia. He spent some
time in the Yala National Park buffer zone setting up remote cameras with Aisha. Riahn
spent a few months working as a nature guide with Wild Coast Lodge in the Yala buffer
after he had finished with us in 2017, so he was well acquainted with the work and the
area.
In August, Dulitha Ellawalla, joined WWCT as a volunteer after completing his studies
at St. Thomas’ College, Mt. Lavinia. Enthusiastic and interested, Dulitha took on an
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important role by driving the field truck to the patch forest locations and while mapping
the Highlands ridge. An unfortunate accident at Dunkeld estate saw both he and Malith
roll 25m down a steep slope in the truck, thankfully emerging unharmed but shaken – a
reminder of the potential dangers of this kind of rough-terrain fieldwork! Recently Dulitha
has taken on an important project getting to grips with a remote-camera image software
storage system which will hopefully make our cataloguing and retrieval of images an
easier and less time consuming business.
In August we also hired S. S. Krishna Kumar, a resident of the Dunkeld Estate, as our
Dunkeld Conservation Station Assistant and regular awareness officer. Krishna Kumar’s
duties include maintaining the station and having it open and accessible to guests on a
daily basis irrespective of whether other researchers are around. He is also now engaged
in data organization, creating a working spreadsheet of our ongoing long term monitoring
camera data, as well as cataloguing the species therein. Since Krishna Kumar has grown
up on the estate he is well-placed to keep things in order and stay on top of any issues
that might suddenly arise.
Also in August we had a number of short-term local Advanced level interns/volunteers
join the WWCT team during their school holidays. Kaitlin Manualpillai came on board
and took the lead with designing and executing an information board detailing the
emerging leopard family tree from Dunkeld estate and surrounds, creating visual map
boards of our study sites and the WWCT profile book mentioned above.

D. Media
Magazines:

National Geographic Kids – Magazine Print –‘Conservation Champions!’ Summer 2018,
Issue 153
Mongabay, USA Online - ‘Photos: Meet the 2018 ‘Green Oscars’ winners’ 27 April
2018https://news.mongabay.com/2018/04/photos-meet-the-2018-green-oscars-winners/
The Ecologist, UK Online - ‘A rich conservationist is a rare species’, By Wendyrsie
Scott 15 May 2018 https://theecologist.org/2018/may/15/rich-conservationistrare25
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Species
Cosmopolitan Sri Lanka – October Issue – Article featuring WWCT’s Anjali Watson
https://cosmomag.lk/2018/10/02/5-things-you-can-learn-from-anjali-watson/
LMD online interview
Newspapers:
International
The Guardian UK – Thursday, April 26 – Feature on the 2018 Whitely Award winners:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2018/apr/26/whitley-awards-fornature-conservation-2018-winners-in-pictures
Irish Times – Thursday, December 20 – Article about the return of large predators to
Europe with input from WWCT’s Andrew Kittle.
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/science/the-return-of-the-large-predator-to-mainlandeurope-1.3727602
Local
Sunday Times - Sunday, January 14 – Article in response to Panmure leopard incident:
http://www.sundaytimes.lk/180114/news/dont-frighten-leopards-out-of-existence277089.html
Sunday Times - Sunday, March 25 – Article about leopards in the tea estate areas:
http://www.sundaytimes.lk/180325/plus/prowling-in-tea-country-to-save-the-leopard287230.html
Daily Mirror – Tuesday, April 3 – Article about leopards in the Central Highlands:
Sunday Times – Sunday, July 1 – Article about WWCT securing funding from Alliance
Finance for ridge protection project.
Sunday Observer – Sunday, July 1 – Article about WWCT securing funding from Alliance
Finance for ridge protection project:
http://www.sundayobserver.lk/2018/07/01/news/foster-people-leopard-co-existencethird-oldest-finance-company-and-wwct-sign
Daily Mirror – Monday, July 2 – Article about WWCT securing funding from Alliance
Finance:
http://www.dailymirror.lk/article/Support-for-Leopard-Conservation-efforts-152073.html
Daily News – Wednesday, August 8 – Article about WWCT’s upcoming WNPS monthly
lecture:
http://dailynews.lk/2018/08/08/tc/159036/sheltering-under-leopard%E2%80%99sumbrella
Daily News – Wednesday, August 22 – Article about WWCT’s leopard research:
http://dailynews.lk/2018/08/22/tc/160305/spotted-stripes
Daily News – Friday, October 5 – Article about WWCT’s Gal Oya NP project and funding
from Olu Tropical Water:
http://dailynews.lk/2018/10/05/tc/164556/conserving-sri-lankan-leopards
Saturday Mirror – Saturday, October 6 – Article about WWCT’s Gal Oya NP project and
funding from Olu Tropical Water.
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Sunday Times – Sunday, October 7 – Article about the proposed lift of ban on transport
and sale of wild boar meat:
http://www.sundaytimes.lk/181007/news/move-to-declare-open-season-on-wild-boardespite-warnings-314728.html
Other Media
Roar Media, Sri Lanka Online - ‘Of Tea Estates, Leopards, and the Prestigious “Green
Oscars”: A Conservation Story’, by Radhia Rameez 16 May 2018
https://roar.media/english/life/environment-wildlife/of-tea-estates-leopardsandthe-prestigious-green-oscars-a-conservation-story/
Sirasa TV, Sri Lanka Television - National TV Station 30 Minute Interview
12 July 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnyI7rcKWjA&feature=youtu.be
Wildlife Conservation Research Unit, UK Online -‘Green Oscar for WildCRU collaborator,
Anjali Watson, for her work with Sri Lankan leopards’ 26 April 2018
https://www.wildcru.org/news/green-oscar-anjali-watson/
E. Publications
Print edition:
Kittle AM, Watson AC, Cushman SA, and Macdonald DW. 2018. Forest cover and level
of protection influence the island-wide distribution of an apex carnivore and umbrella
species, the Sri Lankan leopard (Panthera pardus kotiya). Biodiversity and Conservation
27:235-263. DOI 10.1007/s10531-017-1431-8
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